Abstract:
The video recording will be a narrated powerpoint of me talking about my role, responsibilities, and projects that I worked on over the summer in the Data Team for the Rebecca Parson for Congress Campaign. The Powerpoint is organized into four main categories. The first one describes how I worked with the campaign database by adding new people to it using a software called SmartVan, if they were already added to the database then I would just update the Query instead. The second part would be me going through the database using SmartVan and either erasing duplicated data or adding missing information for individuals in the data. The third part of the presentation is about my responsibilities in ensuring that calling information provided by small dollar donation callers are recorded into an online database using Close. The final part includes all of the soft skills that I have learned in the internship. This involves raising hundreds of dollars in donations on the phone, getting first hand experience in working with a voter database, while also given the responsibility to accomplish the objectives that I was assigned in the internship.